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03 SEP: HANOI   
 
Arrival in Hanoi 
 
Upon clearing Customs and Immigration, you are met by our guide who will be carrying an ICS Travel 
Group sign which will note your name. Your guide will present you with a welcome packet including all 
necessary documentation and vouchers and all contact information of your guide and local offices. 
 
Transfer 
 
Overnight in Hanoi 
 
04 SEP: HANOI  (B) 
 
Sightseeing in Hanoi (9 hours) 
Begin your day visiting the Hanoi Hilton (Hoa Lo Prison) which was a prison used by the French colonists 
in Vietnam for political prisoners, and later by North Vietnam for prisoners of war during the Vietnam 
War when it was sarcastically known to American prisoners of war as the "Hanoi Hilton". Continue to 
explore the exhibitions of Vietnam Military History Museum (closed on Monday and Friday) presenting 
the Vietnamese military history from the first period of founding the country to the Ho Chi Minh era. 
The museum contains a remarkable collection of war relics and photographs from Vietnam's long 
struggles for freedom. Learn about guerrilla and communist troops and the history of the present 
Vietnam People's Army. In the afternoon, visit Ho Chi Minh Memorial Complex where the Vietnamese 
people honour the country Great Father. Visit the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum (outside only) which 
contains the embalmed body of Ho Chi Minh; and Ho Chi Minh's Stilt House where Ho Chi Minh lived 
from 1958 until his final days in 1969. Preserved in the same condition as during his life, it may be 
viewed through the windows. Following by the miniature 11th century One Pillar Pagoda which was 
rebuilt after being destroyed by the French in 1954. In the late afternoon, visit Hoan Kiem Lake which 
contains an islet with the tiny Tortoise Pagoda and enjoy the coffee at a small local coffee shop. 
 
Visit a Water Puppet Show 
See a Water Puppet Show, a fantastic art form originating in northern Vietnam, best seen in Hanoi. 
 
Overnight in Hanoi 



 

 
 
Special note: This program is not available for Mondays and Fridays 
 

   
05SEP: HANOI - HALONG - CRUISE  (B, L, D) 
 
By vehicle from Hanoi (city) to Halong Bay (160 kms) 
Stop en-route for stretch your legs and use the restroom at one of the souvenir shop for charity. 
 
Transfer to/from Tuan Chau Marina Port (10 kms) 
 
Cruise aboard the Bhaya Classic Cruise through Halong Bay (No ICS guide) 
Check in at Tuan Chau Marina Port. Embark on Bhaya Classic for a welcome drink followed by a cruise 
briefing. Savor a delicious lunch while cruising towards Southwest Halong bay. Discover Tien Ong Cave 
which is also an archaeological site covering an area of 1000 m2 with stunning stalactites and 
stalagmites then back to Bhaya cruise for cooking demonstration with traditional Vietnamese food on 
the sundeck. Dinner on board. Overnight on board. 
 
Restaurant : Meals incl. in itinerary (Vietnam)(Lunch),  and Meals incl. in itinerary (Vietnam)(Dinner),  
 
Overnight in Cruise 
 
Special note: Early Bird Promotion is applied, please book at least 50 days in advance for this rate 
 
06 SEP: CRUISE - CRUISE  (B) 
 
Cruise aboard the Bhaya Classic Cruise through Halong Bay (No ICS guide) 
Start off your day with a Tai Chi lesson on the sundeck with complimentary tea and coffee being served. 
Full breakfast is served onboard. The vessel weighs anchor to sail to Hang Trai Island. Transfer to Bhaya 
Spirit (day boat) for the second day's activities. Bhaya Spirit will pass by Ang Du area, Hang Du, Kong 
Skull Island filming area to reach Coc Cheo Islet area. Kayaking and swimming freely in Coc Cheo Islet 
area – a less touristic and more private area. Back to the boat, Bhaya Spirit takes a tour to a floating 
pearl farm for a special local lunch experience, while the boat passes Ho Ba Ham Area, Ba Men Temple, 
But Island, Me Cung Cave. Discover around to learn about pearl cultivating and handicraft process and 
local life in Halong bay. Back to the cruise for relax. Dinner on board. Overnight on board. 
 



 

 
Overnight in Cruise 
 

   
07 SEP: CRUISE - HALONG - HANOI - HUE  (B) 
 
Cruise aboard the Bhaya Classic Cruise through Halong Bay (No ICS guide) 
Start off your day with a Tai Chi lesson on the sundeck with complimentary tea and coffee being served. 
Rejuvenate your body and mind with the slow movement of Tai Chi and enjoy the dawn on the bay. 
Light breakfast is served onboard. The boat weighs anchor to sail to Cua Van floating village. Visit Cua 
Van floating village by traditional rowing boat or kayaking yourself then back to the cruise. Enjoy brunch 
while the boat cruises back to Tuan Chau marina port. End of program. 
 
By vehicle from Halong to Hanoi (Noi Bai Airport) (160 kms) 
 
Flight from Hanoi to Hue 
 
Transfer (15 kms) 
 
Overnight in Hue 
 
Special note: Tentative flight with VN1545 at 18.00-19.10 
 
08 SEP HUE  (B) 
 
Sightseeing in Hue 
Hue served as the capital of Vietnam for more than 140 years. It houses ancient temples, imperial 
buildings and French-style edifices. It was established in the 17th century. 
 
Visit the Imperial Tomb of Emperor Tu Duc (1 hour) 
The Imperial Tomb of Tu Duc was designed and built by the longest reigning Vietnamese emperor,Tu 
Duc, during his lifetime, and was used as a retreat for meditation, reading and theatre performances. 
Take some time to soak in the tranquil atmosphere, and wander among the gracefully proportioned 
pavilions, courtyards and lotus ponds 
 
Visit the Imperial Citadel by cyclo (6 kms) 
Located in the heart of Hue is the Imperial Citadel, a vast complex built in the early 19th century and 



 

 
modelled after the Forbidden City of Peking. The original walls stretched for 10 kilometres and were 
surrounded by a wide moat. Today, most of the buildings have been destroyed due to bombing during 
the Vietnam-American War, but the monuments that remain provide a fascinating glimpse into the 
court life of the Nguyen Dynasty.  Approach the city past the striking Flag Tower, where a giant 
Vietnamese flag waves proudly overhead, to the imposing Ngo Mon Gate, the main entrance to the 
Imperial Enclosure. Enter into an area of spacious courtyards and serene lotus ponds, and visit Dien Tho 
Residence (Dien Tho palace) where the Queen mother lived, visit Thai Hoa Palace, the magnificently 
decorated reception hall, the Halls of the Mandarins, and the original Nine Dynastic Urns, among other 
sites. Finally visit the Hue Royal Antiquities Museum. 
 
Visit Dong Ba Market (1 hour) 
Dong Ba Market is a local market near the Imperial City 
 
Overnight in Hue 
 

   
09 SEP HUE - HOI AN  (B) 
 
Excursion to Thien Mu Pagoda with a boat trip on the Perfume river (2 hours) 
Embark on a local boat and cruise down the Pefume River to the iconic Thien Mu Pagoda, an elegant 
seven-tiered octagonal tower which has become Hue's most widely recognizable monuments.  During 
the early 1960s, this became a centre of anti-government protests, and the site of the famous self-
immolation by the monk Thich Quang Duc. 
 
By vehicle from Hue to Hoi An with sightseeing in Danang (170 kms) 
Drive south from Hue along scenic mountain roads with spectacular views over the coastline. Highlights 
along the way include the dramatic Hai Van Pass, the high dividing line between the climate zones of 
North and South Vietnam; Lang Co, a lovely stretch of beach curving outwards between a clear blue 
lagoon and the East Vietnam Sea; and the large coastal city of Danang. 
 
After arriving in Danang, visit the Cham Museum, an elegant colonial building which houses the finest 
collection of Cham sculpture in the world; and pass by Non Nuoc Beach, a famous spot for American 
soldiers during the Vietnam-American War. Continue south to Hoi An, stopping enroute to visit the 
Marble Mountains, five stone hillocks, once islands, that rise sharply from the surrounding rice fields. 
Riddled with caves and shrines, they are said to each represent one of the five elements of the universe. 
 



 

 
Overnight in Hoi An 
 
10 SEP: HOI AN  (B, L) 
 
Cooking tour and farmer experience at Tra Que Vegetable Village (4 hours) 
Depart from hotel to visit the colourful market and choose some ingredients for the cooking class. After 
that, stop at Mr.Phuoc's house to visit the vegetable fields and to get some hands on experience of farm 
life. Learn some new techniques at the cooking class and then have lunch (or dinner). At the end of this 
excursion guests will enjoy an herbal foot massage. 
 
Sightseeing in Hoi An (2.5 hours) 
Hoi An, a picturesque riverside town, was one of South East Asia's major international ports during the 
17th, 18th and 19th centuries. This walking tour includes many of the town's highlights. Visit the 
Japanese Covered Bridge, constructed in 1593 by the Japanese community to link the town with the 
Chinese quarters across the stream. Near the bridge is Sa Huynh Museum which houses exhibitions from 
the earliest period of Hoi An's history. Wander into the Tran Family Chapel, a 200 year old house built 
for worshipping ancestors. Visit Phuoc Kien Assembly Hall, a Chinese pagoda built around 1690 and 
enlarged in 1900. It is typical of the Chinese clans in the Hoi An area and is dedicated to Thien Hau 
Thanh Mau, the Goddess of the Sea and Protector of Sailors and Fishermen. Also enter into a Lantern 
Making Workshop to see how the frame is made and the silk cloth put onto the lantern. 
 
Restaurant : Meals incl. in itinerary (Vietnam)(Lunch),  
 
Overnight in Hoi An 
 

   
11 SEP: HOI AN - DANANG - DALAT  (B) 
 
Transfer to Danang airport (35 kms) 
 
Flight from Danang to Dalat 
 
Transfer (30 kms) 
 
Overnight in Dalat 
 



 

 
Special note: Tentative flight with VN8927 at 19.25-21.05 
 
12 SEP : DALAT  (B) 
 
Excursion to Tuyen Lam Lake by cable car ride with visit Cremaillere railway station and Datanla 
Waterfall 
Start the day with a visit to the old Cremaillere Railway Station, a cog railway that linked Dalat and Thap 
Cham in the first part of the 20th century, with an old Russian steam train on display. Continue just 
outside the town of Dalat and take a cable car over fields and scenic countryside to Truc Lam Pagoda. 
After exploring the temple, stroll down the hillside to Tuyen Lam Lake (Paradise Lake), continue to 
Datanla Falls, one of the most beautiful falls in the region. 
 
Overnight in Dalat 
 

   
13 SEP : DALAT - NHA TRANG  (B) 
 
By vehicle from Dalat to Nha Trang (150 kms) 
 
Time at leisure 
 
Overnight in Nha Trang 
 
14 SEP: NHA TRANG - CAM RANH BAY - SAIGON  (B) 
 
Transfer from Nha Trang to Cam Ranh Airport (36 kms) 
 
Flight from Cam Ranh Bay to Saigon 
 
Transfer 
 
Optional Tour : Old Saigon Walking Tour @ USD50/Pax (rate based on minimum 2 participants ) 
Take a walk through the city streets to unearth the secrets of Saigon. Set off from your hotel to a 
thriving local market to see how these bustling and vibrant markets play a major role in the daily 
lives of Vietnamese people. From here stroll through the colorful back alleyways lined with flower 



 

 
shops and breathe in the aromas of the freshly cut blooms. Pass through another street where 
mechanics specialize in restoring vintage Vespa scooters. Take in the scenes of local life as you 
wander these narrow lanes. Stop for a refreshing traditional iced coffee in a hidden café. 
 
Optional Tour : Cu Chi Tunnels  @ USD50/Pax (rate based on minimum 2 participants ) 
Never discovered by American forces, the Cu Chi Tunnels were an important Vietcong base during 
the American War. Stretching over 200 km, this incredible underground network, dug by hand out of 
hard laterite, connected command posts, hospitals, shelter and weapons factories. Today, walk 
through the area and learn about the day to day life of the Vietcong, bear witness to the cleverly 
disguised entrances and elaborate booby-traps, and even venture inside the tunnels, some of which 
have been modified to accommodate tourists. 
Old Saigon Walking Tour (3.5 hours) 
 

 
Special note: Tentative flight with VN1345 at 10.55-11.55 
 

   
15 SEP : SAIGON  (B) 
 
Sightseeing in Saigon and Cholon (Chinatown) (8 hours) 
A vibrant metropolis, Saigon teems with energy, activity and motion. Everywhere you look, you see the 
convergence of traditional and modern life. Begin with a tour of the historic centre, strolling along Dong 
Khoi Street, formerly known as the Rue Catinat, the main shopping thoroughfare and heart of old 
colonial Saigon. Pass by classic European-style landmarks such as the ornate City Hall (Hotel De Ville), 
the old Opera House (both may only be viewed from the outside), and pay a quick visit to the neo-
Romanesque Notre Dame Cathedral (currently under-renovation, visit outside only) and the Central Post 
Office. Afterwards dive into modern history with a tour of the Reunification Palace. Formerly the 
Independence Palace of the South Vietnamese president, this 60s style building was famously stormed 
by tanks on April 30, 1975 signifying the fall of South Vietnam. It has been preserved in its original state, 
and the original tanks remain on display near the entrance gates. Then visit the Emperor of Jade Pagoda, 
one of Saigon's most interesting pagodas. In the afternoon, head out to Cholon (Chinatown). Explore the 
highlights of this fascinating area, beginning with the walking through the small hustle  and bustle 
streets around China Town where and many generation of Chinese living and running the business on 
the most busy area of Saigon. Continue to Thien Hau Pagoda, built by the Cantonese congregation and 



 

 
dedicated to the heavenly goddess. End the tour at the central Ben Thanh Market, where vendors 
display a vast array of goods and handicrafts, appealing to every taste. 
You will have a chance to join with locals to enjoy one of the specialities of Saigonese with the strong 
and flavourful Vietnamese coffee makes converts as quickly as it raises pulses. French colonists might 
have introduced coffee to Vietnam, but the morning cup of ca phe soon became a local habit. With 
variations that make use of yogurt, eggs and even fruit, Vietnamese coffee has developed a style of its 
own. 
 
Overnight in Saigon 
 
16 SEP: SAIGON  (B) 
 
Transfer from hotel in Saigon (city) to hotel in Saigon (city) 
 

End of Services  
 
 
Rates 
Package price quoted PER PERSON in US Dollars based on twin share 
 

Number of 
person 6 Sgl Suppl. 

Var. A per 
person  1850 693 

   
 
**Note: Prices are current as of today but will be subject to any additional airfare, airport taxes and fuel 
increases that occur without our prior notice, and we reserve the right to adjust our quotes accordingly. 
 

• Special Note : 

 Estimated rate only, actual rate will be reconfirmed when it's turned into a booking 
• Above rates are valid for 30 days from the date of quotation for travel between 01-Sep-19 

to 30-Sep-19. 

• An additional surcharge may be applicable for bookings that fall within the Peak Season 
dates; Christmas, New Year and Lunar New Year (TET Festival). In these cases, ICS will 
automatically apply the additional charge and advise you immediately. 

 



 

 
Hotels 
Accommodation is subject to availability. If the listed properties are fully booked, alternatives will be 
offered. 
 

Location Var. A 
Hanoi O Gallery Premier Hotel3*  

Executive   
Cruise Bhaya Classic4*  

Deluxe/3D2N/With Kayak   
Cruise Bhaya Classic4*  

Additional night  
Hue Eldora Hotel4*  

Deluxe City View   
Hoi An Little Hoian Central Boutique 

Hotel & Spa4*  
Deluxe   

Dalat Monet Garden Villa (F.Hoang 
Anh - Dat Xanh Dalat 
Resort)4*  
Deluxe   

Nha Trang Liberty Central NhaTrang 
Hotel4*  
Deluxe   

Saigon Alagon D'Antique Hotel & 
Spa4*  
Deluxe Window   

 
Note: There is no standard method of rating hotels, transport services, guides etc. across the world.  
Many countries have differing official and unofficial ways of assessing these services and some do not 
rate services at all.  ICS uses its discretion to rate services.  Agents should check with ICS at time of 
booking to clarify which level of service is being booked and notify this to clients. 
 
Included Services 
 

• English-speaking guide. 
• Accommodation in hotels as mentioned above or equivalent. 
• Meals according to itinerary / Breakfast box in lieu of ABF when early morning flight 
• Flight ticket(s) as mentioned in the itinerary. 

o Flight from  Hanoi to Hue 

http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201600000668
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1200800000643
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1200800000643
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201400000077
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201600000485
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201600000485
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1200800002522
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1200800002522
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1200800002522
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201500000088
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201500000088
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201600000351
http://www.is-intl.net/crm/factsheet/factsheetDisplay.php?hotel_id=BKG1201600000351


 

 
o Flight from  Danang to Dalat 
o Flight from  Cam Ranh Bay to Saigon 

• Current fuel surcharges are included, however, these are subject to change prior to tour start 
date. 

• Boat ticket(s) according to the itinerary. 
• Ground transportation in private A/C vehicle. 
• 1 complimentary bottle of drinking water and 1 cold towel per person per half day tour/ 2 

bottles of water and 2 cold towels per person per full day tour. 
• Sightseeing incl. admission fees according to itinerary. 
• International and domestic airport taxes included in ticket. 

 
Excluded Services 

• Visa fees, drinks, personal expenses. 
               Vietnam    
 
Special Conditions Applying to this Itinerary 

• Flight ticket penalties may apply if changes or cancellations are made outside of 31 days prior to 
arrival date.  You will be advised of ticket issuance deadlines if any are outside of our 
cancellation policy time frame. 

• Special conditions apply to Vietnam Airlines flight bookings. Please go to http://www.is-
intl.com/html/vnairflightpolicy.htm for details. 

 

http://www.is-intl.com/vn/evisacrossings.htm

